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“Listen to no one's advice except that of the wind in the trees.
That can recount the whole history of mankind.”

Claude Debussy
Composer



a fleeting glimpse
so small
a kingfisher blaze
disappearing upstream

Joanna Ashwell



morning sets
between the web
shards of frost
fractures in white
 

Joanna Ashwell



clover trails
across meadows
the sunlight’s gold
mingles with pink
 

Joanna Ashwell



turning the pillow
over and over
each side too heated
to forgive

Julie Bloss Kelsey



bouncing across
the arc of light
from my high beams ...
I brake for a frog

Julie Bloss Kelsey



hostile words
from a neighbor 
the snap
of a flower stalk

Julie Bloss Kelsey



grasping 
the fading light 
bare talons
of an old oak

Julie Bloss Kelsey



popsicle sticks
and pastel chalk rainbows
at least some things
remain the same 

Julie Bloss Kelsey



this cup of coffee
now cold
waiting for my heart
to thaw

Julie Bloss Kelsey



a cloud dims 
the bottom of the pool -
catching the brownie 
caught by it

Garry Eaton



Sitting in my car
I don’t remember
how I got home
from work

Bruce England



Along your body
my body sinks
rests among
your bones

Bruce England



From her surgery
she looks like
she intends
to live forever

Bruce England



Tremors –
a billion Chinese
jumping on the earth
at the same time?

Bruce England



Solstice

Blue river,
summer lazes deep;
grey sky calls—
a bitter echo

Lisa Fusch Krause



Rush

A rush of rust and gold in the wind,
death rails against the darkening sky

We stand at the front door, shiver;
regret the summer, covet spring

Lisa Fusch Krause



the jackdaw sucks in its wings
and plunges down
through the layers of wind
hugging the cliff face

Mark Gilbert



intertwined oaks
reach up to the sky
where swifts skim across
their tendermost twigs

Mark Gilbert



Rainbeams.
Watching my urine
find a way
to flow downhill.

Mark Gilbert



overcome
 
walking toward Locust Street
the two story Court House
slowly slowly swallows
St. Michael’s steeple

the bronze age burial mound
annoying the Viking warriors
the invaders build their great castle
on top of the ancient bones

Larry Kimmel & Joy McCall



raw nerve
 
am a raw nerve
in a cold wind today
am a touch-me-not pod
about to burst

tightly curled into myself
a morning glory at dusk
showing nothing but the shell
hiding my soul in the dark

Larry Kimmel & Joy McCall



a stranger’s hands

an unknown someone
has bought my book –
so weird
to be in the hands of a stranger

letters of praise
for my new poems
I am blind to things
other people see

Larry Kimmel & Joy McCall



disbelief
 
stunned by news of his death –  
twice finding myself
waiting for the light to change
where there is no light

sitting beside her grave
reading for the hundredth time
the name, the date, 'much loved'
my heart still unbelieving

Larry Kimmel & Joy McCall



ink

a tat
with an ink like never before
– muted tomato-yellow –
nearly asked her to show it complete
 
the small brown butterfly
inked in the place no one sees
except for lovers or doctors
or the quick moving spider

Larry Kimmel & Joy McCall



off the edge

I prefer a flat world –
might come a time
to walk off the
                           edge

the trouble
with the horizon
is that it runs away
as fast as I walk towards it

Larry Kimmel & Joy McCall



passing time

stoop sitting,
I plan new life-times –
after all these years
still out-running my headlights
 
creeping forwards
racing backwards again
the future a changeling
looking nothing like the past

Larry Kimmel & Joy McCall



prowling

I'm off
to prowl the kitchen. 
stalk the wild fridge. 
raid the pantry. 
 
and I
blood sugar rising
at the thought of it all
drink warm sake and sing

Larry Kimmel & Joy McCall



music

here, the Oriental
where the body lay
moonlight
on dusty piano keys

in the back room
behind the closed door
an old old man
weeping, playing a cello 

Larry Kimmel & Joy McCall



words flee
 
running towards me
and the setting sun
her words flee east
with the western wind
 
losing small poems
in my hasty flight
he walks back with me
to find them again

Larry Kimmel & Joy McCall



Flow of Time

Walking along the river 
I meander my memories
The flow of life meets the end
And time never revises its journey.

Pravat Kumar Padhy



God

Step by step
The old man climbs
Till he reaches
The summit of his faith.

Pravat Kumar Padhy



old ryuka from the isles
sung to the sound of sanshin strings
still ... I grieve for the crocodile
whose skin adorns the lute

Joy McCall



she sits by the quiet fire
holding a hank of his hair
between her pale fingers
it is soaked with her tears

Joy McCall



he wears an AC-DC shirt
and sits looking down at his hands
where a dark tarantula moves
- the gentle poet

Joy McCall



Back down the worn stone steps I go
Into the dark den underground,
Where warm brown fur lulls me to sleep
And soft breathing's the only sound.
 
There I stay until the dawns
Of many days pass by above,
And I would stay longer, but calling my name
Are the sweet sad voices of the ones I love.

Joy McCall



there's a footbridge that spans the drop
between waking and sleeping
at the wingwall a dark man stands
singing a low night song

Joy McCall



comfort is a thing of the past
left back in the days when I walked,
when my feet trod the fields, the shore
the glad days, before ...
 
before the car came, stealing
blood and years and faith and limb
leaving behind one broken prayer
on the helpless air

Joy McCall



a dream is nothing of itself
it settles like a honeybee
on catkins hung with sweet decay
then it flies away

Joy McCall



I wondered lying in my bed
as moonlight slanted through the blinds
if the moon would be eternal
or one day, slip and fall

Joy McCall



flight of words

I will be the string
you can be the kite
let me know
when to let go

you know
what happens
to a kite
when you let go the string

yes
it's free then
to fly away
with the winds

unless
it plummets
and crashes
back to earth



sometimes
it gets caught
high in a tree
and birds sing to it

but then
it is not going anywhere
and soon
it is torn to shreds

often
when we are torn apart
something beautiful comes
to fill the spaces

Joy McCall and Jenny Angyal



finding home

like a flotilla of small fishing boats
flat bottom clouds moored to the sky
distant islands of green
the run of sun and shadow

scurry of field mice
quick as minnows in the weeds
the constant call of wind 
squall of gulls dipping to the fields

wild grass tall as sea oats
at the road’s rough edge
the sea’s same truth is here
its big wide open heart
 
you could come from the sea
and find home here
you could come from the sea
and find home

Lynda Monahan



fireflies
dancing in the ditches
this spring night-
you and I out in our bathrobes

Lynda Monahan



sleepy frog song
from the beaver pond
a shooting star
our bare feet in the fresh cut grass

Lynda Monahan



does this lump of clay
spinning on the wheel
understand the way
it is shaping me?

Autumn Noelle Hall



I interrupt myself 
to listen and hear
the nothing I have to say
speaking volumes

Autumn Noelle Hall



vision begins
with the invisible
stop looking
start seeing

Autumn Noelle Hall



bearing witness—
Sunday afternoon
the bishop in the mall
with his heavy bag

Gail Oare



turning the earth—
this hot cinder
in the eye
of god

Gail Oare



Cascade

Lately, I have not felt the need to compare you to anyone or anything,
Slowly, I've realized all comparisons lead to unhappiness,
Yet this morning, I witnessed your image reflect from a cascade,
The same cascade that shattered my window.

Gabriel Patterson



THE MUSIC OF LOVE

Love is unfair: it beats staccato
at times it ought to loose legato
but, even so, it strums one motto:
love is life, ostinato.

William Preston



OWL

The lady of the silent wings
stretches forth to grasp the ends of air
and splays her talons, seeking where
the snow encloses frightened things.

William Preston



step by step
winter comes
to the dark halls 
of my mind

Paul Smith



winter rain

how dark it is
behind the curtain
of my smile

Paul Smith



until all I can do
is feel it
the buzzard 
drifts silently away

Paul Smith



dripping
with death

a tiny fish
in the heron's bill

Paul Smith



dwindling 
the last embers
in my mother's eyes
still haunt me

Paul Smith



a poem calls 
from the darkness

things I can't say
that need to be said

Paul Smith



Epiphany

The painting seemed to come alive,
Inviting me to enter it
And plumb its flat-dimensioned
World of illusory depth

Coaxing me to find
The path I'd strayed from
When I once went looking for the truth
And almost died in its pursuit.

Stepping inside the art
I ceased to breathe
But found that I could hear
My heartbeat echoing from before:

My dreams were fragile then -
I followed them with such panache
That I made deep footprints
In every muddied trail I took.



I looked and found the path again
And tracked it up the hill,
My heartbeat growing louder
The pounding pulse hurting my ears.

I suddenly awoke in tears,
All sweating and afraid,
But after quenching the throbbing
In my throat and chest

I discovered that I'd past the crest
Already, quite some time ago...
And breathing now deeply, quietly,
I hoped to find another.

Richard St. Clair



Ordinary Forms of Happiness

A bird in a tree, singing.
A cup of hot tea on the sill.
I sip and the sparrow goes winging,
no trail in the sky but its trill.

Bill Waters



Let me sit at the cliff's crisp edge
Where I'll answer my own questions
With a quick handful of small words
Laid out in four straight lines

Liam Wilkinson



A plank of warm morning sunlight
Leaning against the windowsill
And what shall I make of the world
That has not yet been made?

Liam Wilkinson



My dear friend, let us stay a while
Here on the slopes of Weaponness
Blowing lines through tea kettle steam
Wrapping gifts for the moon

Liam Wilkinson



Summer's heavy on Weaponness
Each day’s a slow rolling boulder
But soon, the leaves stuck to these stones
Will be yellow and red!

Liam Wilkinson



If you would like to submit four line poems to Englyn, please visit
our website at  englynjournal.blogspot.co.uk where you will find
details of how and when to submit.


